Summer Hiatus

Psychiatry Weekly will be going on summer hiatus. We will see you back in the fall for our next issue on Tuesday, September 6th. Have a great summer!

Events

Fri, Aug 19 Registration and abstract submission deadline

Epigenomics in Development and Disease: The 3rd Canadian Conference on Epigenetics (Sept 18, 2016-Sept 21, 2016)

Thurs, Sept 1 Healthy Minds Canada/Pfizer Canada Submission deadline

Healthy Minds Canada/Pfizer Canada Workplace Depression Research Awards

In the News

◆ Dr. Salah El Mestikawy interviewed on Radio Canada « les éclaireurs » on Saturday 25th

◆ Dr. Véronique Bohbot referenced in New Hampshire Voice

  Navigation app WAZE introduces new feature for drivers to avoid ‘difficult intersections’
  http://nhv.us/content/57229-navigation-app-waze-introduces-new-feature-drivers-avoid-difficult

◆ Dr. Naguib Mechawah mentioned in Agence Science Presse

  Faites aller vos méninges au Musée Armand-Frappier
  http://www.sciencepresse.qc.ca/actualite/2016/06/17/faitez-aller-vos-meninges-musee-armand-frappier

◆ Dr. Tuong-Vi Nguyen quoted in The Montreal Gazette

  Beyond the baby blues: One mother breaks the taboo of prepartum and postpartum depression

◆ Ph.D. Candidate Jay Olson featured in Tech Insider

  Psychologists use a magic trick to expose how irrational we are
  http://www.techinsider.io/psychologists-magic-implant-thoughts-2016-6

◆ Dr. Véronique Bobbot featured in La Presse +

  Jouer pour la science
  http://plus.lapresse.ca/screens/71622680-d394-416d-bdb1-7a048f7e7502%7C_0.html

Should you have an event to include in Psychiatry Weekly, please send the web link with all details (date, time, location, contact person, etc.) to Communications.psychiatry@mcgill.ca

Follow us on Twitter @MCGILLMEDPSYCH